Classical machine learning theory and theory of quantum computations are among of the most rapidly developing scientific areas in our days. In recent years, researchers investigated if quantum computing can help to improve classical machine learning algorithms. The quantum machine learning includes hybrid methods that involve both classical and quantum algorithms. Quantum approaches can be used to analyze quantum states instead of classical data. On other side, quantum algorithms can exponentially improve classical data science algorithm. Here, we show basic ideas of quantum machine learning. We present several new methods that combine classical machine learning algorithms and quantum computing methods. We demonstrate multiclass tree tensor network algorithm, and its approbation on IBM quantum processor. Also, we introduce neural networks approach to quantum tomography problem. Our tomography method allows us to predict quantum state excluding noise influence. Such classical-quantum approach can be applied in various experiments to reveal latent dependence between input data and output measurement results.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning algorithms are tasked with extracting main information and making prediction about new data samples. In contrast to other mathematical techniques, these algorithms construct and update their predictive model based on known data (training dataset). Machine learning methods can be applied to different tasks: spam filter, image processing, wide societal impact, image recognition, signal processing and etc. [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, there have been a lot of advances in the quantum information processing showing that particular quantum algorithms can provide a speedup over their classical analogues [4, 5] . It has been shown that application of quantum approaches to the field of classical machine learning may produce similar results. Such combination of quantum computing power and machine learning ideas would be a great boost to the quantum information science field and may evaluate new practical solutions for current machine learning problems [6] [7] [8] [9] . Quantum computing has efficient advantage in multi-dimensional systems and multi-variable statistical analysis [10, 11] . Classical systems with a large number degrees of freedom are difficult to modeling because of the curse of dimensionality [12] . But quantum parallelism effect allows us to avoid this problem. Therefore, quantum computational resources are very useful to solve different problems with extra-large number of dimensions (machine learning, for example). There are many methods associated with data processing and machine learning procedure. Quantum approaches can be applied to basic methods (k-nearest neighbor algorithm, k-means algorithm, principal component analysis and etc.) as well as to sophisticated methods (variational autoencoders, associative adversarial networks and etc.). Here, we demonstrate applicability of quantum information techniques to both classes of algorithms. The structure of the present paper is as follows. The basic quantum algorithms helpful in machine learning and the computing disadvantages of famous quantum machine learning (QML) algorithms are presented in Section 2. It is shown that quantum algorithms have more efficiency than classical only for data with very large dimension.
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The quantum classification circuit, which called tree tensor networks (TTN), presented in Section 3. Here, the TTN generalization for multiclass classification is presented. It is based on softmax function idea and allows us to predict label for data with arbitrary number of classes. Real approbation on IBM online quantum processor was performed and corresponding results are shown. Neurotomography (quantum tomography based on classical artificial neural networks) is presented in Section 4. Here we use neural network model to predict output quantum state excluding noise in quantum system. Such approach can be applied in real experimental systems to reconstruct correct quantum state with high probability.
The key results of the paper are stated briefly in Section 5.
REAL CHARACTERISTICS OF QUANTUM ALGORITHMS

SWAP-test
At first, we describe basic quantum algorithms which will be used in machine learning problems. The SWAP-test routine is a simple quantum algorithm expressing scalar product of two input states a and b (Fig. 1 ). This algorithm has been firstly used in [13] . It is necessary to get a lot of measurements to reach correct value of scalar product between two states. The probability of measuring control qubit being in state 0 is given by:
where ( ) ) to obtain a good estimation of fidelity.
Suppose we had two quantum states:
normalization factor. Fidelity between these quantum states associated with scalar product of vectors a and b . Using of SWAP-test for these quantum states we can obtain the scalar product value:
SWAP-test can be used to calculate Euclidian distance between vectors in multidimensional space. It is very useful for various classical algorithms.
Classical data encoding
The classical d-dimensional vector a is encoded in quantum state as [14] : 
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ation results (u following circuit layer we again apply two-qubit gates to the remaining qubits pairs. This process is repeated until only one qubit remains. Such architecture for 8 input qubits presented in Fig. 9 . To speed-up learning process (it is provides by classical computer), we need to use unitary parameterization. One of the simplest way to do that is use CNOT gate and two one-qubits rotations, around Y axis, for example (because rotation around Y axis doesn't commute with CNOT and consist from real values in matrix representation). The efficiency of TTN was demonstrated on Iris flower dataset. It is a four-dimensional dataset introduced by Ronald Fisher. The data consists of 50 samples from each of three species of iris (iris setosa, iris verginica and iris versicolor). Four features were measured from each sample: the length and the width of the sepals and petals, in centimeters. The quantum circuit for four-dimensional input vectors (using unitary parameterization) is presented in Fig. 10 . 
where r is a training set size. Loss function usually optimized by stochastic gradient descent. It is a stochastic because at each iteration the gradient is estimated on a small batch rather on the full training set. Because we use binary classification algorithm, we will explore pairwise classification: setosa vs verginica, setosa vs versicolor and verginica vs versicolor. The training processes are presented on Fig. 11 .
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We can obtain three probabilities after measurements ( Fig. 12 . Therefore, qubit index with maximal zero-state probability provide a class number. Here, we can construct confusion matrix to present classification results: 
NEUROTOMOGRAPHY
Quantum tomography is the process of reconstructing the quantum state by measurement results [18] [19] [20] . We introduce a quantum state tomography method based on neural networks approach. Our fully connected neural net was trained to convert measurements results to the parameters of pure one-qubit state (polar and azimuth angles on the Bloch sphere). The basic tomography methods, developed in our laboratory [21, 22] (based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)) work better then neural network approach (Fig. 13a ). But it is true for ideal quantum systems. Neurotomography allows us to reconstruct quantum state amplitudes in noisy quantum systems also (without knowing the noise model).
As we can see on Fig. 13 , neural network trained on noisy dataset (10 4 quantum states uniformly distributed over Bloch sphere) gives the better result than classical tomography approach. The presented results weakly dependent on noise type: systematic unitary error (Fig. 13b ), random unitary error (Fig. 13c ) or amplitude-phase relaxation (Fig. 13d ). Neural network reveals the hidden relationship between quantum states and noisy measurements result.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results are presented the approaches to quantum machine learning methods. We introduce tree tensor network (TTN) quantum circuit that can be used as binary classifier. We demonstrate efficiency of these methods on basic classical dataset (Fisher's Iris). Also we demonstrate TTN approach on the IBM quantum processor.
Here, we demonstrate quantum tomography with using neural networks approach. Such classical-quantum approach can be applied in various experiments to reveal latent dependence between input data and output measurement results.
